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INTRODUCTION 
Let A and C denote the unit disk (1~1 < 1 } and its circumference 
(lzl = 1 > in the complex plane. The classical Riesz-Herglotz theorem 
provides a representation of each positive harmonic function u on A as the 
PoissonStieltjes integral of a monotone nondecreasing function p. The 
Fatou radial-limit theorem establishes a basic connection between the 
radial behavior of u and symmetric derivatives of p. Generalized upper and 
lower symmetric derivatives of p with respect to functions o(t) such as P, 
0 < c( < 1, or t log( l/t), are defined analogously to the standard symmetric 
derivatives with w(t) replacing t in the denominator. These derivatives 
compare the local concentration of mass of the measure associated with p 
to the function o. Samuelsson [ll] correlated the generalized symmetric 
derivatives of p with the radial growth of u to co. In Theorem 1.1, we 
collect his results along with an additional fact, the proof of which is based 
on a method of Mu1 [S]. Essentially, Theorem 1.1 asserts that the 
generalized upper symmetric derivative of p with respect to w at 0 is 
roughly the same size as the limit superior of the quantity 
[ (1 - r)/o( 1 - r)] U(re”) as Y -+ 1, and the corresponding lower symmetric 
derivative (up to a constant) is no larger than the limit inferior of this 
quantity. Stated another way, the theorem relates the radial growth of 
u(reis) to the function ~(1 - r)/( 1 -r), the latter a function such as 
(1 -T)‘-‘, O<a< 1, or -log(l -r) which approaches cc as y--t 1. For 
example, if the generalized upper (or lower) symmetric derivative of p with 
respect to w at 8 is positive, then the value of u(re’“) is intermittently (or 
eventually) as large as some constant multiple of o( 1 - r)/( 1 - r) as Y + 1. 
Following Samuelsson, we consider next the size of the set of radii along 
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which u can grow to co at a specified rate. Here, we study more carefully 
the distinction between the cases of intermittent and eventual growth at a 
given rate. By Theorem 1.1, the first is equivalent to the study of the set of 
points where the generalized upper symmetric derivatives are at least as 
large as a specified positive number. Samuelsson showed that this set must 
have finite Hausdorff measure (with generating function w). Theorem 1.2 
gives a converse to this result, asserting the existence of a monotone func- 
tion ~1 that has generalized upper symmetric derivative at least as large as 
a given positive number at each point of any prescribed set of finite 
Hausdorff measure. However, concerning the set of radii along which u 
eventually grows at a specified rate, Theorem 1.1 only guarantees that it 
contains the set of points where the function p has generalized lower sym- 
metric derivative as large as a certain positive number. In fact, examples 
show that the precise correspondence of sets that occurred for intermittent 
growth no longer holds in this case. Nonetheless, Theorem 1.2 does allow 
us to exhibit classes of sets of radii along which some function u eventually 
grows at a specified rate. To accomplish this, we prove a related theorem 
which may be of interest in its own right. In Theorem 1.3, the set of points 
where p can have generalized lower right-hand or left-hand derivatives no 
smaller than a fixed positive number is characterized in terms of 
generalized Curleson (or BCH) sets. Our final result, Theorem 1.4, puts the 
sufficient condition provided by Theorem 1.3 together with a necessary 
condition which is based on ideas originally used by Kegejan [6]. 
1. DEFINITIONS AND MAIN RESULTS 
For any Bore1 subset E of C, we denote the linear (Lebesgue) measure 
of E by IEl. In the sequel, ,D (possibly subscripted) will denote a monotone 
nondecreasing function defined on the real line 99, satisfying the condition 
p( t + 27r) = p(t) + ~(271), t E 9, and the normalization p( t + ) + p( t - ) = 
21(t), t E 9. We call such a function p admissible. Recall that there is a l-l 
correspondence between finite nonnegative Bore1 measures on C and 
admissible functions whereby the measure p(A) of an open arc 
A = {e’*: CI < t < b, b-a < 27~) is given in terms of the admissible function 
by p(b ~ ) - ~(a + ). In addition, w & 0 will always denote an increasing, 
continuous, concave-downward function on [0, 2711 with w(O) = 0. When it 
is convenient, we shall assume that w is extended to be constant on 
[27r, co). A primary property is that o( t)/t is decreasing on (0, co) and 
hence w is subadditive, that is, o( t + s) < o(t) + w(s) for t, s > 0. The latter 
is the central property of moduli of continuity and we refer to [4] for an 
exposition of this subject. 
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The generalized upper right-hand, left-hand, and symmetric derivatives 
of p with respect to w are defined for each 0 E W by 
D=dyp, co, e)= iii-ii #de + t) - P(4 
r-o+ w(t) ’ 
T- 
D’(O) = D’(p, w, 0) = lim P(e) -/de - t) 
r-o+ o(t) ’ 
- 
P(e) = Ds(p, 0, e) = lim ,4e++m--t) 
r-o+ o(2t) ’ 
with the corresponding lower derivatives D’(e), Q’(e), and o”(0) defined 
analogously with limit superior (lim) replaced by limit inferior (b). 
Since p is monotone nondecreasing, all of these quantities are nonnegative 
or infinite. Immediate consequences of the definitions and the properties 
of o are the inequalities (1/2)[0’(0) + D’(e)] 6 D”(0) and (l/2) D’(e), 
(l/2) B’(0) < bs(0) ,< [D’(e) + D’(e)]. In viewing .D as a measure under the 
natural correspondence, the generalized upper and lower derivatives can be 
interpreted as comparisons between the local mass concentration of p at eie 
and the modulus of continuity o. 
The classical Riesz-Herglotz representation of positive harmonic func- 
tion on A (see for example [S, pp. 68-691) can be formulated as follows. 
For each positive harmonic function u on A there corresponds a (unique) 
admissible function ,u f 0 such that the Poisson-Stieltjes representation 
u(z) = P[dp](z) = & s’” P(r, 0 - t) dp(t) (1) 
0 
is valid for all z = reiO E A and the Poisson kernel P is given by 
P(r, 4) 
1 -r2 
1 -r2 = = 1 - 2r cos 4 + r2 11 - evI 2’ Odr<l, I$E!~?‘. 
The Fatou radial-limit theorem (see [S, pp. 699711) asserts that every 
positive harmonic function u on A has finite radial limits u* a.e. on C; that 
is, u*(i) = limr _ I u(r[) < cc is defined for almost all i in C with respect o 
linear measure. More precisely, with w(t) = t we have 
p(e) G l$ u(re”) G lim u(reie) d Bye) 
r-r1 
(2) 
for each f3 E W and the full derivative D(0) = D’(0) = B’(B) = D’(e) = D’(0) 
is finite a.e. with respect o Lebesgue measure on W. The Loomis converse 
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[7, Section 21 to the Fatou radial limit theorem asserts that whenever 
u*(e’“) exists finitely, the full symmetric derivative D”(0) = B’(0) = Q”(0) is 
equal to ,*(e”). Examples given by Belna, Colwell, and Piranian [l, Sec- 
tion 31 (see also Section 2 of this paper) and Mu1 [S, p. 931 show that the 
result does not extend to the case where u*(eie) = co. In fact, Mu1 [S, 
Theorem 21 gives a necessary and sufficient condition for .*(eie) = co in 
terms of the quantity 
m(0, s) = m(p, 0, s) = s jn /de + t, ; /de - t, dt, (3) 
F 
where 0 <s< rt and 0E 9’. (The quantity (3) along with other results of 
Mu1 are given here in terms of the disk A instead of the half-plane 
{ Im z > 0) where Mu1 actually worked.) 
THEOREM A. Let e’“E C and u = P[dp]. Then u*(eie) = CO if and only if 
lim s - 0 m(e, s) = oo. 
In [ 111, Samuelsson studied the relationship between radial growth 
rates of positive harmonic functions and generalized symmetric derivatives 
(with respect o a wider class of functions o than we are considering here). 
The following theorem includes and extends results of Samuelsson [ll, 
Lemma 4.21 and Mu1 [S, Theorem 11. To state it, we first establish some 
notation. 
Corresponding to each admissible function p and 8E$J?, let 
7-3 n(e) = R(p, W, e) = lim -mu44 s-0 o(s) 
and 
T- s R(e) = R(p, W, e) = lim -u[(l -s)e”], 
s-o o(s) 
where u = P[dp]. Analogous definitions are given for M(8) and H(B) in 
terms of lim instead of lim. When f and g are functions of one or more 
parameters, we write f > g or f < g if there exists a constant c > 0 (inde- 
pendent of the relevant parameters) such that f > cg or cf < g respectively. 
If f > g and f < g, then we write f z g and call f and g equiuafent. 
THEOREM 1.1. For every w, admissible function p, and 0 E W, we have 
fib, 0~0) = R(P, 0, e), (4) 
M(K 0~0) = m 0~0 (5) 
WP, 0~0) = m,4 0, e), (6) 
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(7) 
The inequality D’(S) > R(e) of (6), as well as (7), was given by 
Samuelsson. The proof of Theorem 1.1 given in Section 2 employs methods 
of Samuelsson and Mul. At the end of Section 2, the example of Belna, 
Colwell, and Piranian referred to earlier is used to demonstrate that there 
exist w with o’(O) = 00 such that no inequality of the form H(0) <Q”(0) 
holds. 
We consider next the sets of points in C where the quantities being 
considered are bounded below by a fixed number. For each a E (0, co], 
define the sets 
and 
with analogous definitions for B’(a), $‘(a), &(a), and &?(a). The 
following is a direct corollary of Theorem 1.1 and the inequalities which 
hold among the generalized upper and lower right-hand, left-hand, and 
symmetric derivatives. 
COROLLARY 1.1. There exists a constant c > 0 such that the inclusions 
P(2a), LY(2a) G @(a) c A?(cu), 
2(u) c B”(ca), 
and 
2’(2a), @(2a) S &F(u) C Z(cu) 
hold-for all a E (0, CD]. In particular 
and 
In the classical case when o(t) = t and a = co, we are dealing with the 
sets where the upper and lower derivatives are infinite. From the preceding 
discussion, all of these sets must have linear measure 0. A construction of 
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Privalov [9, p. 2141 shows that conversely, if (E( = 0, then there exists an 
admissible function p for which E E I’ n@(ccj), that is, p has full 
derivative co at each point of E. We note in passing that for the case when 
p and u are singular, a similar characterization holds where the sets are F,, 
sets of linear measure 0 (see [2, Section 51). 
In the remainder of the paper we shall assume that w’(O) = co since all 7 
the theorems given here reduce to classical results when llm,,O o(t)/t < co. 
We denote by h,, the Hausdorff measure on C with generating function o. 
Thus for each Bore1 subset E of C we have 
where the infimum is taken over all countable covers {Ak} of E by open 
arcs A, with (A,1 6 r. See [lo] for background concerning Hausdorff 
measures. Note, in particular, that h,(E) < co implies h,(E) = [El =O. The 
following is a result of Samuelsson [ 11, Lemmas 4.2 and 4.33. 
THEOREM B. For any admissible p and a E (0, co ), we have 
h,[c%‘(a)] < co, h,[%(a)] < m (8) 
and 
h,[c%(co)] = h,[@(co)] =O. (9) 
Samuelsson [ 11, p. 4901 also cited examples of admissible functions p for 
which 0 < h,[a(a)J < cc for QE (0, co). Our next theorem provides a 
converse to Theorem B and is proved in Section 3. 
THEOREM 1.2. Let E be a Bore1 subset of C and aE (0, a). If 
h,,(E) < CD, respectively h,(E) = 0, then there exists an admissible fkction p 
such that 
E z ar(a), &(a), &(a), $?(a) 
respectively 
In Section 4 we consider the sets sr and 3’. Theorem B and 
Corollary 1.1 give Hausdorff measure conditions on these sets. The next 
theorem gives a characterization in terms of much thinner sets which we 
now define. A closed subset K of C with [Kl = 0 is called an w-set provided 
the components {Ak} of C\K satisfy the condition O(K) < 00, where 
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Q(K) =x o(lAkl). When o(t) = t log(2rre/t), the set is sometimes called a 
Carleson set or a BCH (Beurling-Carleson-Hayman) set. We refer to [4] 
for background concerning o-sets and a study of their relationship with 
Hausdorff measure-zero sets. 
THEOREM 1.3. For any admissible function p and aE (0, co], the sets 
s’(a) and @(a) are contained in a countable union of w-sets. Conversely, 
given a set E that is a countable union of w-sets, there exists an admissible 
function p such that E E sr( co ), s’( cc ). 
The proof of the first assertion is based on the method used by the 
author to prove a related result [3, Theorem 6.21 which deals with 
generalized lower derivatives of continuous functions satisfying a 
generalized variation condition. 
Finally, in Section 5 we consider the sets 8 and 9”. By the converse 
assertion in Theorem 1.3 and the last line of Corollary 1.1, we see that for 
any countable union of o-sets E, there exists an admissible function p such 
that E is contained in each of the sets s’(p, w, co) and b(p, U, co). From 
(8) of Theorem B, the sets s’(p, w, a) and &‘(p, o, a) have finite h,- 
measure for every a E (0, cc). Our final theorem gives a stronger condition 
on these sets which is based on some ideas used by Kegejan [6] in his 
study of uniform radial descent to 0 of bounded analytic functions. The 
necessary condition on these sets will be described in terms of the type 
function T, for a closed subset K of C having linear measure 0. By 
definition 
TK(t)=l{rEC:p(K,i)dt}l, tE (0, nl, 
where p(K, [) denotes the arclength distance between K and c. For 
SE [0, co), we call K a @(IX, s)-set provided that 
- 
hm r-o TAt) t-‘ o(‘Lg. 
In Section 5 we shall show that any o-set is a %(o, 0)-set. Note also that 
for each t E (0, n], the set { [ E C: p(K, [) < t} can be covered by a collec- 
tion of open arcs each of length t that are fewer than 2 TK(t)/t in number. 
Therefore, every %(w, s)-set K has h,(K) d 2s < cc; in fact, the union E of 
a monotone nondescending sequence of @(w, s) sets has h,(E) < 2s < co. 
THEOREM 1.4. For every admissible function p and a E (0, cc ), there 
exists SE (0, co) such that sS(pL, w, a) and z(p, co, a) are contained in the 
union E of a monotone nondescending sequence of @(w, s)-sets. In the 
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opposite direction, if E is a countable union of o-sets, then there exists an 
admissible function p such that E E sS(pL, o, cg ), z(p, o, co). 
The problem of determining precise characterizations of the sets 9’ and 
8 remains open. 
2. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1 
We start with a lemma concerning the Poisson kernel. 
LEMMA 2.1. We have 
forO<r<l andO<q3<1-r, 
for O<r< 1 and 1 -r<4<7c. 
The proof is elementary so we omit it. The next result relates the quan- 
tity m(p, 8, 1 -r) (defined in (3)) to the size of u(re”) when U= P[dp]. 
Here and in the subsequent corollary and proposition, we assume that an 
arbitrary admissible function p is given. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Zf u = P[dp], then 
40, 1 - r) -=C u(reie) < m(0, 1 - r) + (1 - r)p(27c), (12) 
where the constants are independent of 6 E 9, r E [0, l), and the admissible 
function p. 
Observe that (12) says that along the radius of A ending in e”, the 
function u(re’“) behaves essentially like the function m(0, 1 -r) for 
r E [0, 1). For example, it is easy to prove that m(0, 1 - r)/( 1 - r) is monotone 
nondecreasing so essentially this property holds for u(re’“)/( 1 -r) for 
r E [0, 1). The proof of Proposition 2.2 is based on arguments appearing in 
CC P. 921. 
Proof: Exploiting the condition p(t + 2n) = p(t) + ,~(2n), t E 9, we see 
that u(re’“) = I, + I,, where 
la=&jP(r,O-t)dp(t). rein E A, 
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and the limits of integration are from 8 to 8 + 71 and 6 - rt to # for k = 1 
and 2, respectively. Making the substitution 4 = t - 8 in I,, we obtain 
Similarly, the substitution CJ = 6- t in I, together with the fact that 
P(r, d) = P(r, -4) yields 
It follows that u(reie) = J, + J,, where 
Jk=& jpir,#)d[~(O+4)-~(e-#)l 
and the limits of integration are from 0 to 1 - r and 1 - I to n for k = 1 and 
2, respectively. 
An integration by parts gives 
s 





I(e,S)=SId[~(B+~!-~(e-9)]=~(D+s)-~(O-s). (13  
0 
We conclude from Lemma 2.1 that 
J, z 
/(O, 1 -r) 
l-r 
J2 z (1 - r)p(2n) - 
l(b), 1 -r) 
1 -r +m(R 1 -r). 
The desired result follows from these two equivalences. 
COROLLARY 2.2. The equivalences (4) and (5) hold. 
The corollary follows on multiplying (12) by (1 - r)/o( 1 - r) and taking 
the limit superior and limit inferior. 
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PROPOSITION 2.3. Equivalence (6) and inequality (7) are valid. 
The first part of the proof depends on the argument given in the proof 
of [S, Corollary, p. 931. 
Proof. By the monotonicity of ,u, we have 
(14) 
so that 
s l(e, s) s2 
-m(e,s)3------ 
4s) 20(s) 27t%Ll(s)’ 
where l(fI, s) is defined in (13). Taking the limit superior and limit inferior 
as s approaches 0, we obtain AZ(e) > a’(0) and M(8) >, o”(0). In conjunc- 
tion with the inequalities R(0) < R(e) and M(8) < H(B) of (4) and (5), we 
get the inequality Ds(e)<R(0) of (6) as well as (7). 
To prove the inequality R(e)<D”(e) of (6), it s&ices to consider the 
case where ds(0) < R < co. Then for E > 0, there exists S,,E (0, 1) such that 
0 < s < s0 implies 
Lm(e,S)=S 
4s) 4s) [ 
de, so) + s I 
~0 de + 4) - de - 4) d4 
s (b2 1 
and 
cl(e + 4) - Ae - 4) < (R + ~b(24) d 2(R + EbJ(d) 
for sdglbs,, where the subadditivity of o is used to obtain the last 
inequality. We conclude for s E (0, sO) that 
S 
- 4e, 4 G 
4s) 
~(m(e,~11)+2s(R+i:)e~,] 






using the fact that o(t)/t is a decreasing function on (0,27c]. Taking 
the limit superior on both sides as s approaches 0, it follows that 
m(0) < 2( R + E). Since E > 0 was arbitrary, we conclude that a(0) < 2R. 
The inequality R(0) <F(e) of (6) now follows from the inequality 
R(e)+v(e) of (4). 
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We conclude this section by demonstrating that the example of Belna, 
Colwell, and Piranian (which we shall sketch) shows that there exist functions 
o with o’(O) = cc for which no inequality of the form H(B) <D”(8) holds. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. There exists an w with o’(0) = 00 and an admissible 
function p such that Q”(p, w, 0) = 0 but fZ(p, w, 0) = 00. 
ProoJ The function p is defined in terms of a decreasing sequence 
k>? converging to 0 such that the graph of p over (t,, t, + 1) consists of 
horizontal segments with endpoints contained in the graphs of the curves 
y = t113 and y = t413. Specifically, let t,+, = ti where t, = exp( - 1) and put 
{ 
p/3 
p(t)= n ’ t, < t < t, + I, 
t1, t,<t<2rr. 
The normalization condition p( t + ) + p( t ~ ) = 2p(t) and the requirement 
p(t + 27~) =,u(t) + ~(27~) now define p uniquely on all of 9 as an admissible 
function. 
The location of the endpoints of the horizontal segment of the graph of 
,U over (t,, t,+l) for each n makes it apparent that Bs(p, t’j3, 0) >O and 
lJS(pL, t, 0) = 0. 
By Lemma 1.2, there exists a positive constant c such that u = P[dp] 
satisfies for each positive integer n the inequality 







ler 2 fn+l\ 
Considering the contribution from the first or second term according as 
1 - r is greater or less than t;f’*, we see that the first or second term on the 
right side of the inequality is greater than or equal to t;‘16 = t;i’:“. Thus 
l-r 
0(1-r) 4r)2ctf,y:-1/24, t,+,dl-r<t,, 
and the desired conclusion follows for w(t) = t’ when CI E (g, 1). 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.2. 
We consider first the h,-measure zero case. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. If E is a Bore1 subset of C with h,(E) = 0, then there 
exists an admissible function p such that b’(p, co, 0) = 6’(p, co, 0) = co 
whenever eie E E. 
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Proof Since h,(E) = 0, there exist covers {Aik}p= r of E by open arcs 
for j= 1, 2, . . . . such that xj,k~(IA,kl) < co. Let (a,} be a sequence of 
positive numbers with lim, _ s aj = cc for which 
f c(j 5 W(lA~kl)<m. (15) 
j= 1 k=l 
For every pair of positive integers j and k, let pik be the admissible func- 
tion such that for each 8~9 we have pjk(O+)-pjk(O-)= orjw(lAjkl) or pjk 
is locally constant at 8 according as e” is or is not an endpoint of A,. By 
(15), we see that ,u = C /J,~ is a convergent admissible function. 
Suppose eiO E E. Because { Ajk}:=, is a cover of E, there exists a positive 
integer k(j) such that eis E Aj,k(,j for each j. Putting dj= IAj,kcj,l, we have 
for each positive integer j that 
Since lim tij = 0 and lim 01, = cc, it follows that D’(0) = co. The proof that 
D’(Q) = co is handled similarly. Proposition 3.1 is established. 
COROLLARY 3.1. With p as in Proposition 3.1, we have E c ar( 03 ), 
@(co), @(co,, 2(cn). 
The corollary follows from Proposition 3.1 and the last line of 
Corollary 1.1. We turn now to the case of finite h,-measure. 
LEMMA 3.2. If E is a Bore1 subset of C with h,(E) < co, then there 
exists an admissible function p such that the sets V’= E\$~(P, co, l/2), 
V’= E\a’(p, co, l/2), and V” = E\@(p, co, l/2) have h,-measure 0. 
Proof. Since the proofs for V’ and V” are along the same lines, we shall 
prove the result only for v’. Define first ~1 as a measure by 
/I(S) = h,(E n S) for each Bore1 subset S of C. Evidently, p is a finite, non- 
negative, Bore1 measure on C. Identifying p with the associated admissible 
function, we have by definition that 
v’= { eie l E: Br(p, w, 0) < l/2}. 








Suppose, to get a contradiction, that h,( Vr) >O. Then there exists a 
positive integer j such that V= Vi satisfies 0 < h,( V) < co. Therefore, we 
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can find a cover {Ak} of V by open arcs with A,n V#@ and IA,( < llj 
for each k. and 
14 IA/cl 1 d (1 + l/A h,( 0 (17) 
Corresponding to each positive integer k, let B, = {e? ek < I$ < 8, + tk} 
C Ak(tk > 0), where exp(i0,) E Ak n V and h,(B, n V) 3 ih,(A, n V). Then 
using (17). Interpreting p as a measure again, we see from (16) and (18) 
that 
a contradiction. The proof is thereby completed. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let aE (0, co). If E is a Borel subset of C with 
h,(E) < co, then there exists an admissible function ,u such that E is 
contained in each of the sets a’(a), a’(a), D”(a), and s(a). 
Proof To guarantee that E is contained in the sets @(a), &(a), and 
%(a), we take ,D to be the sum of two admissible functions. The first is a 
suitably large constant multiple of the admissible function supplied by 
Lemma 3.2, and the second is provided by Proposition 3.1 and corresponds 
to the exceptional set of h,,-measure 0 of the first. By Corollary 1.1, we will 
have E E 2(a) if the constant is sufficiently large. 
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.3. 
Until the conclusion of Proposition 4.2, we assume that p is a fixed 
admissible function. 
LEMMA 4.1. Suppose that 0 E 9, 0 < a < co, and 0 < b < IT. Let 
K = K’(p, co, a, b) 
={eiH~C:p(~+t)-p(~-)~a~(t), tE[O,b)}, 
K’ = K’(,u, o, u, b) 
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and 
K” = KS(p, w, a, h) 
Then the sets R, K’. and KS are closed sets. 
Proof: We prove the assertion only for K’, the proofs for K’ and K” 
being similar. Suppose that (exp(iQ,)J is a sequence in K’\(exp(iB)) 
converging to exp(iB) E C. We assume as we may that lim 8, = 8. Putting 
aside the trivial case where t = 0, we consider t E (0, b) and prove that 
~(0 + t) -p(W) B aw(t). (19) 
Let E > 0. Because ,U has at most countably many discontinuities and 
w is continuous and increasing, we can find #E (0, t) such that 
0 <w(t) -w(d) <E and p is continuous at the point 0 + t. There exists 
either a strictly increasing or a strictly decreasing subsequence { 19,,(~)}~=, 
such that lim 0 n(kj = 8. In either case, using the monotonicity of p we get 
p(e + 4 -a- ) 
~cL(e+~)-~(e~)3iim[~(e,,,,+~)-~(e,,,)] 
2 aw( t) - a&. 
Since E > 0 was arbitrary, inequality (19) follows and the proof is complete. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. For each a E (0, co), the sets sr(p, o, a) and 
&(p, co, a) are contained in a countable union of w-sets. 
Proof We shall prove the result only for s’since the proof for 2’ is 
essentially the same. Let a’ E (0, a) and, corresponding to each positive 
integer n, let F,, = K’(p, o, a’, l/n), where K’ is defined in Lemma 4.1. By 
the lemma, each set F, is closed. Also, for each point eie in F,, the classical 
right-hand derivative is infinite, so that IF,1 = 0 for every n. Because 
9$?(a) c U F,,, the result will follow once we show that each F” is an w-set. 
Suppose, to get a contradiction, F= F, is not an w-set for some n. Then 
C ~(1.4~1) = co, where {Ak} is an enumeration of the component arcs of 
C\F. Since C lAkl = 27c < 03, there exists a positive integer N such that 
JA,I < l/n for k> N. Let P be a positive integer with P> N and put 
xp = x,‘= N w( lAkl). For each positive integer k >, N, let sk, t, E %! such that 
0 < tk - sk < l/n and exp(is,), exp(it,) are the endpoints of the arc A,. 
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Then 
k=N 
=kcN [~(tk)-&k)l- f: c/&k)-r+k)l 
k=N 
2 kcN “dtk -sk) -/4271) 
= a’xp - ,u(2n). 
Since this holds for all P3 N and lim xp = co, we have a contradiction. 
This completes the proof. 
LEMMA 4.3. For every o-set K, there is a monotone nondecreasing jiinc- 
tion !P= Y, on (0, 11 with Y( 1) < Q(K) and lim, j 0 Y(s) = 0 such that the 
following assertion holds. For each s E (0, I], there exists an admissible 
function v = v,~ for which v(2n) < ‘P(s), 
v(e + t) - v(e - t) 2 o(2t), s 3 t 3 0, erH E K, 
and K= Br(v, o, co) = @(v, IX, a~). 
Recall that Q(K) =C 0(1A~l), where (Ak} is an enumeration of the 
component arcs of C\K 
Proof: Since the case when K is finite presents no additional difficulties, 
we consider only the case where K is infinite. 
Let SE (0, l] and let {Ak} be an enumeration of the component arcs of 
V\K, where V= {[EC: p([, K)<s}. Put Y(s)=Cw(lA,l). For each k, let 
vk be the admissible function that has v,(8+) - v,(@) = o(lAkl) whenever 
eis is an endpoint of A, that is not an endpoint of a component of V, and 
is locally constant at I3 for any other eie. Let (xk} be a sequence of numbers 
no less than 1 such that lim zk= cc and x c~~w(JA~I)<~!P(s). Then 
v = C akvk is a well-defined admissible function with v(2n) < 4!Y(s). 
The inequality of the lemma is a straightforward consequence of the sub- 
additivity of o and the fact that uk 2 1 for each k. Both of the sets S’(W) 
and &( cc ) are contained in K since each vk and hence v is constant on the 
intervals corresponding to the component arcs of C\K. If eie is an endpoint 
of some Ak and is not also an endpoint of a component arc of V, then eiO 
is contained in gr( co) and &( co) because Jo has a jump discontinuity at 8. 
The verification that the remaining points of K are in these sets is similar 
to the proof of the inequality, but this time the assumption that lim @k = cc 
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is used. The assertions concerning Y’ are clear from the definition. 
Lemma 4.3 is established. 
PROPOSITION 4.4. If E is a countable union of w-sets, then there exists an 
admissible function p such that E is contained in each of the sets ar(co) and 
As’. 
Proof. By assumption, E= u,:, Kj, where each K, is an w-set. 
Lemma 4.3 implies that for each j there exists an admissible function pj 
such that ~~(27~) <j -* and K, coincides with each of the sets B’(co) and 
s’( cc). Then p = C pi is an admissible function with the required property. 
5. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.4 
The main object of this section is to prove the first assertion of 
Theorem 1.4 (the second assertion having been proved already in the 
remarks preceding the statement of the theorem). In the process we shall 
also prove that every o-set is a %(a, 0)-set. We consider first uniform 
radial ascent to infinity on terminal portions of radii. 




l-r ,sdr<l . 
> 
PROPOSITION 5.1. Let E > 0. Then for each o-set K and aE (0, 00) there 
exists an admissible function p and s E [0, 1) such that K = X(p, w, a, s) and 
p(2n) <&. 
Proof. By the first inequality of Proposition 2.2 and (14), there exists a 
constant c > 0 such that for any admissible p, the function u = P[dp] 
satisfies 
u(reje), c A0 + (1 - r)l - de - (1 - r)l , 
l-r 2 
0E%‘, rE [0, 1). 
Taking v to be an admissible function for any s E [0, 1) as in Lemma 4.3, 
we get 
o(1 -r) 
u(re’O) 3 c c__ 
l-r ’ 
eie E K, r E [s, l), 
for u = P[dv]. By taking s sufficiently close to 1 we can guarantee that 
v(2n) -=c &c/a. Then p = av/c has the required property. 
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PROPOSITION 5.2. There exists a constant c > 0 such that for every 
admissible u, a> 0, and SE [O, l), the set X(u, w, a, s) is a @(co, cu(2n)/a)- 
set. 
We shall need some notation and a lemma to prove this. 
For each r E (0, 1) and tJ E B?‘, let 
A(r, 6) = {ze A: 1 - IzJ = r, JArg( 1 - zec’“)j d n/4}. 
Thus A(r, 0) is the closed arc on the circle ( 1 - IzI = r} that is contained 
in the sector with vertex eiO and half-angular opening 7c/4 that is symmetric 
about the radius of d ending at the point eie. 
LEMMA 5.3. There exists a constant c>O such that for ail rE (0, l), 
0 E B, t E [0, co ), and positive harmonic functions u, the assumption that 
u(re’“) 2 t implies cu(z) 2 t for each z E A(r, 0). 
The lemma is a direct consequence of the Harnack inequalities (see, for 
example, [S, p. 641) so we omit its proof. 
Proof of Proposition 5.2. Since u = P[du] ‘is harmonic, we have for 
each r E [0, 1) that 
I = 2n u(O) = J”:n u(re’“) de. 
From Lemma 5.3 with t = ao( 1 - r)/( 1 - r), it follows that 
for all r E [s, 1). The proposition now follows. 
COROLLARY 5.2. Each w-set K is a @(co, O)-set 
Proof Let E > 0. For any w-set K, we have by Proposition 5.1 that 
K= .X(/J, w, 1, s) for some admissible function p with ~(27~) <E/C (where c 
is the constant of Proposition 5.2) and SE [0, 1). We conclude from 
Proposition 5.2 that K is a @(CD, &)-set. Since E > 0 is arbirary, the result 
follows. 
PROPOSITION 5.4. For any admissible function u and a E (0, co) there 
exists SE (0, co) such that Z(u, co, a) is contained in the union E of a 
monotone nondescending sequence of @(w, s)-sets. 
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Proof: Let a’~ (0, a). If U= PC&], then 
Jf(p, w, a) E (j ,x(/l, w, a’, 1 - l/n). 
n=l 
By Proposition 5.2, the set X(,u, w, a’, 1 - l/n) is a %(o, s)-set for s = 
cp(27c)/a’ for each positive integer n. Since {-X(p, w, a’, 1 - l/n)},“_, is 
obviously a monotone nondescending sequence of sets, the proof is com- 
plete. 
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